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Braille is one of the few methods that are being used my people who live around the Health and Social care
content. So therefore people in the health profession need to obtain information through the oral
communication. Possibly people would ask the service user what they would like to do illustrate how they will
need them to be touched. This demonstrates the main issues that reduce the effectiveness of the collaborative
working. McCaffrey et al. Communication variation between cultures: There are many variations between
cultures such as the same thing will mean different things in two different cultures so therefore can make
communication quite complicated. Touching or contacting with one another can be very comforting but you
have to be careful to use your touch in an appropriate manner. It make cause confusion for some people as
they will not understand this way of language that is spoken by many people Jargon is a service that is used in
a technical language that may cause the service user to not understand. Some gestures such as hand signals are
universally recognised in different ways. A monolithic point of failure has impacts spreading far beyond a
given application, system or process; everything is impacted: data, voice, remote monitoring, manufacturing,
and access control. Thus as a means to an end, health care managers must learn to utilize effective
communication. By showing empathy to the patients and periodic coaching from their peers they will see a
more positive interaction, repeated practice and supportive feedback increase the likelihood that these skills
will be valued and mastered providing a better environment for patient and staff. Formerly, one
communications system may have been largely unaffected by a failure in another network; for example, the
LAN drops so people pick up the phone. Andrews Personal and Professional Health Care Communication
Communication is a skill learned and developed overtime and is used to convey various information, express
emotions, and desires. Communication is not only the one tool in health care in which we can control, but also
what helps prevent the derailment in patient-healthcare professional trust.. Therefore culturally competent and
linguistically diversified health care workforce is a key factor to determine patient outcome, to enhance patient
compliance and to reduce health disparities in addition to the quality of services and systems available in the
country. Intercultural communication is becoming increasingly important in the healthcare industry as many
workers must learn how to communicate effectively with people from other cultures. For example an
individual such as an old patient living in a care home may feel upset and a nurse may want to give them a hug
as they would do with a friend or family. When using informal communication between colleagues, you feel
relaxedâ€¦. The industry has experienced continuous growth, due to an array of events. Braille is a method that
is mainly used by blind people that is a form of communication in the use of character that are made up six dot
positions Makaton is another example of a special method presented by an individual whom may have a
difficulties learning. Many people in the Health and Social environment have a key aspect towards it as on a
daily basis they keep records and update the writing records. This miscommunication was a wrong assumption
by assuming that the patient was bilingual and supposing that the patient somewhat understood English.
Hawthorn, In this instance, the presence of communication of a patient and their feelings is vital. Bibliography
How to cite this page Choose cite format:. With this stimulated discussion that is real-life scenario, the writer
has gained lessons that will apply and reflect the skill in the future healthcare projects. For example eye
contacting someone is seen as polite and respectful communicating in the western country but other foreign
countries may see this as bad manners. The uses of picture cards with facial expressions and words will make
it a lot more accessible for those who have learning difficulties. Computerised communication is a form of
communication that is usually used through technology that allowed us to communicate with various people
and getting messages across.


